The one life: Fill in the blanks activity
Humanists believe that this is the ____________ life we have. They believe we should try
to find what makes us ________________ and support other people to do the same. The
________________ is a symbol of humanism used by humanist organisations all around
the world. For humanists it is about celebrating being human – celebrating our potential
for happiness and celebrating what human beings can do.
There is no one single ____________ to the question of what makes a happy life.
Happiness can be found in relationships with others, creativity, curiosity, achieving our
goals, and helping to make the world a better place.
Many humanists believe that everyone should have the ____________ and opportunity
to find happiness. We should not let others decide how we must live. We should be the
authors of our own lives. We should, however, avoid causing ____________ to others or
restricting their freedom.
Freedom brings with it a ____________. Many humanists believe we should think
carefully about our choices and the impact they have on other people, animals, and the
planet. Freedom also requires us to be ____________ of different people’s alternative life
choices as long as they cause no harm. Many humanists believe it is a good thing that we
all have different tastes and talents as it leads to a ____________ and interesting society
from which we all benefit.
Many people around the world are not free to choose how they live. Many do not have
the right conditions to lead happy lives. For many humanists, this can be a ____________
to work to create a world in which everyone has the opportunity to find happiness and
fulfilment in the here and now.
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The one life: Fill in the blanks activity
Humanists believe that this is the one life we have. They believe we should try to find
what makes us happy and support other people to do the same. The Happy Human is a
symbol of humanism used by humanist organisations all around the world. For humanists
it is about celebrating being human – celebrating our potential for happiness and
celebrating what human beings can do.
There is no one single answer to the question of what makes a happy life. Happiness can
be found in relationships with others, creativity, curiosity, achieving our goals, and helping
to make the world a better place.
Many humanists believe that everyone should have the freedom and opportunity to find
happiness. We should not let others decide how we must live. We should be the authors
of our own lives. We should, however, avoid causing harm to others or restricting their
freedom.
Freedom brings with it a responsibility. Many humanists believe we should think carefully
about our choices and the impact they have on other people, animals, and the planet.
Freedom also requires us to be tolerant of different people’s alternative life choices as
long as they cause no harm. Many humanists believe it is a good thing that we all have
different tastes and talents as it leads to a diverse and interesting society from which we
all benefit.
Many people around the world are not free to choose how they live. Many do not have
the right conditions to lead happy lives. For many humanists, this can be a motivation to
work to create a world in which everyone has the opportunity to find happiness and
fulfilment in the here and now.
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